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Mining Guild Emporium

The Mining Guild Emporium, which is owned by the Mining Guild, was established in YE 45.

About the Mining Guild Emporium

The Mining Guild Emporium is the premier shop owned by the Mining Guild, offering a wide range of
products related to mining, technology, gemstones1), Model Figurines and materials. Located in
Commercial Districts of any towns, the Emporium offers a wide range of high-quality products for mining
enthusiasts, gemstone collectors, and mining professionals, or just people hoping to collect new model
figurines.

Size

50,000 square feet (4,650 m2)

Store’s appearance

The Store differs from most New Dusk Conclave, and Yamatai Star Empire architectures, as it was made
from some special materials.

Color Scheme

The interior and exterior color schemes of The Mining Guild Emporium are consistent with a
predetermined palette. The building materials allow for warm earthy colors like browns, oranges, and
yellows on the inside, which give the store a cozy and grounded ambiance. Of course, the majority of the
stones, or at least those at the entrance and exterior, are industrial gray tones, which go well with
other accent colors that are symbolic of the Mining Guild. In certain spots, there were splotches of blue
and green, particularly when signs and exhibits included model miniatures.

Construction

The Mining Guild Emporium is an establishment constructed using a combination of refined materials,
processed minerals, and fabricated stones that the skilled miners of the Mining Guild have meticulously
sourced and crafted. This innovative approach gives the Emporium a distinct and captivating appearance
both inside and out.
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History

Nyx Pine, the daughter of the late Archduke Jack Pine, held the esteemed position of the Royal
Representative of the Mining Guild. As a prominent figure within the guild, Nyx played a critical role in
shaping its future. In YE 45 and recognizing the need for expansion and diversification, Nyx sought a
meeting with Astrid Kurosaki, the CEO of the Mining Guild, and Astrid's twin sister, |Aeta, the COO. The
meeting took place at the Mining Guild's headquarters, a towering structure known for its magnificent
blend of refined materials obtained through the guild's mining and processing operations.

Nyx began the discussion by expressing her concerns about the Mining Guild's heavy reliance on Black
Wing Enterprises for distribution and sales. She believed that opening the Mining Guild Emporium would
allow for greater control over their products and profits. The Emporium would be a showcase of the
guild's refined materials, both those dug through and processed and those that had been fabricated
using stones, creating a unique and special appearance for its interior and exterior. As Nyx presented her
vision for the Mining Guild Emporium, Astrid and Aeta listened attentively. They valued Nyx's expertise
and respected her position as the Royal Representative. They too had long considered the idea of
reducing their dependence on Black Wing Enterprises and embracing a more independent approach for
their business operations.

After a thorough and spirited discussion, Astrid and Aeta agreed to Nyx's proposal. They recognized the
potential of the Mining Guild Emporium to not only showcase the guild's refined materials, and their
technology, but also to establish a direct connection with their customers. This move would allow the
guild to forge stronger relationships and increase their influence in the market, ultimately paving the way
for greater success and prosperity. Together, Nyx, Astrid, and Aeta spearheaded the development and
construction of the Mining Guild Emporium, a testament to their shared vision and determination. The
Emporium would serve as a symbol of the guild's independence, showcasing their unique materials and
craftsmanship to a wider audience.

As construction commenced, the Mining Guild began to gradually reduce its reliance on Black Wing
Enterprises, transitioning towards their own distribution channels. This strategic shift marked a new era
for the guild, solidifying its position as a major player in the mining and refining industry. With the Mining
Guild Emporium on the horizon and the support of Nyx, Astrid, and Aeta, the Mining Guild embarked on a
journey towards growth, empowerment, and self-sufficiency, leaving behind its previous ties to Black
Wing Enterprises and embracing a future full of potential and opportunity.

Exterior

The exterior of the Mining Guild Emporium showcases the Guild’s mastery over extracting and
processing minerals into a seamless blend of practicality and artistry. The walls, made of carefully hewn
stone and reinforced with high-strength alloys2), give the building a sturdy and imposing presence.
However, the walls have an intricate detailing, that allows the building to set itself apart. Embedded
within the stone facade are veins of shimmering metals extracted deep from the mines, polished to a
brilliant luster, and delicately woven into the structure. These metallic panel accents, ranging from gold
and silver to copper and steel, create a captivating mosaic that highlights the Guild’s dedication to
craftsmanship and attention to detail. It also catches the light and catches the eye of any passerby.
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As visitors approach the Emporium, towering columns made from intricately designed fabricated stones
greeted them. These stones are created using advanced techniques, combining natural minerals with
synthetic materials to achieve remarkable strength and durability. The columns serve as a testament to
the Guild’s ability to blend traditional mining practices with innovative fabrication technologies. The
Entrance ways to the Emporium are pairs of sliding doors, which open immediately on detecting of
anyone with weight regardless of sentience, or animal.

Interior

As visitors enter the Mining Guild Emporium, they are immediately immersed in a captivating
environment that reflects the Guild’s dedication to excellence and their deep connection to the materials
they work with. Every aspect of the interior design is carefully curated to showcase the unique qualities
of refined ore, metals, and fabricated stone. The interior is adorned with walls and floors crafted from
refined minerals, with mosaic patterns created using intricate tilework crafted from a variety of precious
and semi-precious gemstones. This is polished to a mirror-like finish. These mineral surfaces reflect light,
giving the space a mesmerizing and enchanting glow.

The Emporium’s shimmering furnishings and fixtures are carefully chosen to complement the mineral
theme. Tables and display stands are masterpieces made from beautifully cut and polished mineral slabs,
showcasing the Guild’s exquisite craftsmanship. Throughout the Emporium, intricate mineral patterns are
seamlessly incorporated into the architectural design. From elegant mineral mosaics on the walls to veins
of imported gemstones running through countertops, every detail showcases the Mining Guild’s deep
understanding and appreciation for the beauty found within the Planet’s treasures.

The fixtures and furnishings within the Mining Guild Emporium are not mere afterthoughts but carefully
crafted pieces that serve as functional works of art. The walls are adorned with masterfully crafted
artwork, sculptures, and ornate metalwork, all showcasing the miners’ profound appreciation for the
beauty and versatility of the materials they extract and refine. They cleverly designed light fixtures to
resemble mining lanterns, adding a touch of nostalgia and paying homage to the Guild’s rich history.

Store Layout

Four and a half floors of the Mining Guild Emporium are devoted to various product categories.

Ground Floor

Customers enter the store on the ground level, which is a sizable room with exhibits of different kinds of
gemstones, as well as minerals and crystals that aren't made of gemstones. Additionally, it has
cabochons of various kind, each neatly arranged, as well as synthetic gemstones and crystals, including
brand-new specimens. Customers may choose from a variety of loose gemstones and work with
professional gemologists to create custom jewelry designs.
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Second floor

They surrounded the second level in the back of the store's gemstone and jewelry area, which is where
commodities like refined metals and samples of minerals, including those from space, are kept. The
volumetric indicators above the portions will let customers know where this area is.

Third floor

The machinery and technologies used in mining are located on this floor. Customers may browse and buy
the newest mining tools here, which also contains a showroom for bigger mining equipment like the
Mining Guild's starships and ANT power armor.

Last level of Third Floor

The model figurines can be found in the last level as well as clothing.

Fourth Floor

This level serves as a showcase for some of the store's technologies, including virtual reality mines and
other such items.

Visiting Information

Every day from Monday through Saturday, from 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM, the Mining Guild Emporium is open.
Customers may browse and buy merchandise online through the Guild's official website or visit the store
in person. Please be aware that pricing could change depending on the market and supply. Please get in
touch with the Mining Guild Emporium directly or go to their official website for the most recent
information.

Products Sold

Our shop offers a wide range of products, specially chosen for mining professionals, gemstone
enthusiasts, and collectors.:

Gemstones: We offer a vast array of gemstones, sourced directly from the Mining Guild's mines.1.
From vibrant rubies and emeralds to rare sapphires and amethysts, our gemstone collection
appeals to both aesthetic and investment purposes.
Precious Metals: Discover a selection of precious metals, including gold, silver, and platinum,2.
refined to the highest purity. These metals can be used for jewelry-making, investment, or
industrial applications.
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Mineral Specimens: For collectors and enthusiasts, we offer a range of exquisite mineral3.
specimens, featuring unique formations and impeccable crystalline structures. These specimens
showcase the beauty and diversity of the Mining Guild's mineral resources.
Technology: Upgrade your mining operations with our cutting-edge mining technology. From4.
advanced sensors and scanners to AI-assisted data analysis tools and mining equipment our
technology offerings are designed to optimize resource exploration and extraction processes. We
provide state-of-the-art drilling rigs, rock breakers, and excavation tools to maximize efficiency and
productivity.
Model Figurines come near the back, where we sell, miniature 1’8th scale figures, from our5.
drones, to our ANT Power Armors and finally finish off with model starships. You can decorate your
homes with neat Mining Guild memorabilia to show your fanship.
Experience. At the back of our store are virtual reality booths where you, the customer can6.
experience life in our Mines and use out technology safely.

Instore Technology

Modern technology is used by The Mining Guild Emporium to improve customer service and highlight the
beauty of its goods. The following are a few of the store's important technological features:

Store Employees

Inventory Management: The Emporium utilizes state-of-the-art inventory management systems
to efficiently track and organize their extensive product range. This ensures accurate stock levels
and minimizes the chances of errors or discrepancies.

Customers

Online Store: The Mining Guild Emporium offers an online store where customers can browse and
purchase products from the comfort of their homes. The website features detailed product
descriptions, images, and a secure payment gateway for seamless transactions.
Holographic Displays: The store utilizes holographic displays to showcase gemstones, materials,
and technology allowing customers to view three-dimensional representations and appreciate their
brilliance and intricate details.
Interactive Touchscreens: Interactive touch panels are available throughout the store, providing
customers with detailed information about each gemstones, materials, and technology, including
its origin, unique properties, and historical significance.
Virtual Reality Stations: Mining Guild Emporium offers virtual reality stations that allow
customers to virtually explore a mine, gemstone and ore extraction processes, and even try on
virtual jewelry embedded with gemstones.

Ground Floor

The Mining Guild Emporium's ground level is devoted to displaying a stunning assortment of jewels and
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unusual minerals that have been obtained via various mining activities. Customers may look through a
range of precious and semi-precious gemstones in this location. They have the option of selecting from a
variety of loose gemstones or having them set into individually created jewelry, such as rings, necklaces,
and earrings. The cost of specially made jewelry varies according on the complexity of the design, the
materials used, and the size and quality of the gemstone. Additionally, there are special manufactured
gemstones and other crystals on the floor.

Gemstones Levels

From the doors of the store, to the start of the Gemstone Aisle levels, was a 63 meters in distance. and
in between the aisles were spaced at 12 feet, allowing for even the bigger sized customers to walk in and
browse the shop, though a word of caution, neither the store nor the Mining Guild is liable for any injuries
sustained due to foolishness.

Name Description Price
Diamonds 3) 2,000 - 50,000/per carat
Rubies 4) 1000- 15,000ks/per carat
 Sapphires 5) 500-10,000ks/per carat
 Emeralds 6) $500- 8,000KS/per carat
 Aquamarine 7). 10 to 100ks/per carat.
 Citrine 8). 10 to 100ks/per carat.
 Garnets 9). 10 to 100ks/per carat.
 Topaz 10). 10 to 100/per carat.
 Amethyst 11) 10 to $100/per carat.
 Jade 12). 20,000KS/per carat.
 Agate 13). from 15 to 80ks per piece./per piece.
 Jasper 14). 10-70ks/per piece.
 Onyx 15). 30-100ks/per carat.
 Turquoise 16). 30-150ks/per carat.

Rare Gemstones Level

Behind the main Gemstone area, and up two small steps is the Rare Gemstone Level, where Customers
can discover special gems that were supposedly rare in all of their Mining Guild’s Mining sites. This level
follows the same layout as the gemstones before.

Blue garnet 17) 1,500KS/carat
 Black Opal 18). 2,000KS/carat

 Demantoid Garnet 19). 2,000KS/carat
 Red Beryl 20). 10,000KS/carat

 Alexandrite 21). 2000 to 7000KS/carat
Paraiba Tourmaline 22) 12,000KS/per carat

Diamond Family
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Red Diamond 23) 1,000,000+/per carat+
Black Diamond 24) 3000 KS25)

Pink Diamond 26) 5000 to 50,000ks/per carat
Solarflare Sapphires 27) 500-5,000ks /per carat
Lunar Opals 28) 300-$3,000ks/per carat
Stardust Diamonds 29) 1,000-10,000ks/per carat
Starlight Quartz 30) 100-$2,000ks/per carat
Luminite Crystals 31) 50-500ks /per carat
Galactic Opal 32) 200-$5,000ks/per carat

Cabochons level

A cabochon is a gemstone that has been shaped and polished, as opposed to faceted. The resulting form
is usually a convex (rounded) obverse with a flat reverse. Cabochon was the default method of preparing
gemstones before gemstone cutting developed.))

cabochons Polished Gemstone Cabochons 20-200ks/per carat.

Manufactured Gemstones and Jewelry

Customers can find beautifully crafted pieces made from gemstones sourced from the Mining Guild's
mines. Necklaces, bracelets, earrings, and rings showcase the stunning range of gemstones available,
each piece meticulously designed and handcrafted by skilled artisans.

Gemstone Orchid

This area also houses a gemstone appraisal and consulting service. Expert gemologists are available to
evaluate and authenticate gemstones brought in by customers. Additionally, customers can seek advice
on gemstone selection, cutting, and setting for custom jewelry designs.Also in this area are
manufactured gemstones, fake stones that could be replaced with real ones, as well as new special
gemstones, that were created using a fabricator and inputting random molecular makeup of certain
gemstones/crystals/mineral.

Other Level

The Other level of the Gemstone section also included rare crystals,
mineral specimens, fossils, or even exclusive mining artifacts. Unique
materials that go beyond traditional gemstones, these materials are sought
after by jewelry designers and artisans looking for distinctive elements to
create one-of-a-kind pieces. Visitors can find the following unique
materials:
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Meteorite Fragments 33) 50-$500ks/per fragment.
Moldavite: 34) 100-1000ks/per piece
Fossilized Amber 35) 50-500ks/per piece
Mother of Pear 36) 10-100ks/per piece
Jeremejevite 37) 1,500KS/per carat
Taaffeite 38) 2,000KS/per carat
Poudretteite 39) 3,000KS /per carat
Benitoite 40) 3,000-4000KS /per carat
Musgravite 41) 6,000KS /per carat
Alexandrite 42) 10,000KS /per carat
Grandidierite 43) 20,000+ /per carat
Painite 44) 200KS /per carat
Serendibite 45) 50KS /per carat

Second Floor

The second Floor differs from the Ground level as this floor provides an assortment of precious metals,
including gold, silver, and copper, as well as various alloys for crafting purposes. These materials
undergo rigorous quality control processes to ensure the highest standards are maintained

Metal

- Specialized Materials (such as meteorite fragments, gemstone-embedded jewelry): Prices vary
based on rarity and craftsmanship. Prices range from $50 to $5000.
- Raw Minerals and Crystals (such as quartz, tourmaline, fluorite): Prices range from $5 to $50,
depending on the size and quality of the specimen.

Item Per Money
Aluminum lb 0.9006ks
Cobalt lb 19.400ks
Copper lb 3.5503ks
Pure Chromium 100G 32ks
Bulk Chromium 100g 0.28ks
Gold oz 1847.10ks
Iron Ore mt 147.01ks
Lead lb 0.9183ks
Pure Magnesium 100g 3.7ks
Bulk Magnesium 100g 0.29ks
Nickel lb 8.0771ks
Palladium lb 2265.00ks
Platinum oz 1102.00ks
Silver oz 27.325ks
Silicon g 0.50ks
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Item Per Money
Hyperpure silicon oz 100ks
Steel lb between 549 to 726ks
Titanium lb 30.00ks
Zinc lb 1.1560ks

Third Floor

The Mining Guild Emporium showcases the latest advancements in mining technology. The shop offers a
variety of cutting-edge tools equipment, and starships including:

Technology

Electronic Software

Mineral Scanner

The mineral scanner Is both an advanced hand held scanner, and a starship system, that utilize high-
resolution imaging, spectral analysis, and mineral identification algorithms. These scanners help miners
identify and evaluate the quality of gemstones quickly and accurately. Price Range: 3-5k DS

Mining Drones

Tai-Pattern Rock-Splitter

A small drone, it can uncomfortably fit in the palm of your hand, and is activated remotely. It does it's
best work if inserted into a small bore drilled into the rock face, but can drill its own hole if needed. Once
activated, it has some basic sensors to guide it around large clusters of ore and not risk the damage of
them, and a pair of spiralling lasers to act as a drill to cut through the rock. It is mostly designed for
splitting open sections of large rocks so that miners can get to the ores inside more easily, though if
piloted with skill, they can carve up smaller rocks and collect ores from baby rocks while allowing the
miners to focus on larger rocks, if they so wish. It's not the purpose, but when is anything only ever used
for it's purpose?

Tai-Pattern Rock-Sucker

A small drone, it can uncomfortably fit in the palm of your hand, and is activated remotely. It possesses
four directional electromagnetic sluthes that activate on command and can stay active for four hours.
These sluthes hover around an asteroid field and suck in ferric particles into their storage bays. Each bay
can hold three kilos, for a total of twelve kilos of particulate matter. Not a lot on its own, but adds up over
a large field. Price Range: $2,000 - $10,000,
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Power Armor

ANT Power Armor
Miner Undersuit

Price: Undersuit: 50.000 Price: Power Armor: 250.000

Tools

Mole Claws
Plasma Cutter/Torch

Heavy-duty tools designed for mining operations, capable of penetrating even the hardest rocks.

Price: mole claws: 48 DS Price: Plasma Cutter/torch: 50 DS

Technological Gadgets

Mining Probe

Mining Probes are special beacon based gadgets that mark locations of potential resource rich spots.
Price:3-5k DS or 1.25k

Lapidary Equipment: Lapidary equipment for cutting, shaping, and polishing gemstones,
including faceting machines, grinding wheels, and polishing laps.

Starships

Magpie-class Industrial Cargo shuttle

10.000.000

Stork-class Personnel Transport

Price: 400.0

Dragon-class Mobile Refinery

price: 1.194.444

Model Figurines

For fans of technology and science fiction, the almost last section of the third level of the Mining Guild
Emporium is a veritable gold mine. This level is devoted to displaying a broad variety of exquisitely
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accurate technical model figurines, each of which represents a different piece of famous mining
machinery, cutting-edge technology, or robotic mining guild unit. Customers may explore an astonishing
collection of technical wonders, which includes anything from tiny replica mining drones to towering
model ships.

Mining Drones: Customers can find model figurines depicting agile and versatile mining drones
used for aerial surveys, exploration, and mineral analysis, as well as those part of the actual mining
operation.
ships: Those visiting will be able to see 1/8th scale model of the starships used by the Mining
Guild, that can be seen flying around mining sites.
ANT Power Armor: Featuring model figurines of the Mining Guild's advanced ANT Power Armor
units, customers can marvel at the intricate designs and technological prowess of these Power
Armors.

Each model figurine is meticulously crafted with attention to detail, capturing the essence of the Mining
Guild's cutting-edge technologies. Customers can choose from various sizes, ranging from small-scale
collectibles to larger, more elaborate centerpieces for display.

Clothes

The Mining Guild Emporium, nestled
inconspicuously on the third level, harbors a
hidden gem at its rear. Here, amidst a
tableau of gleaming mining models poised
for sale, lies a collection of attire that speaks
volumes about identity and belonging.

Amongst the racks, predominantly adorned with casual wear, a series of T-shirts stands out, proudly
bearing the insignia of the Mining Guild. Each shirt, meticulously crafted with the Guild's emblem
emblazoned on the fabric, serves as more than just clothing; it's a symbol of camaraderie, dedication,
and pride in one's craft.
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These shirts are not merely garments; they're a testament to the hard work and unity shared among
members of the Mining Guild. The insignia, boldly displayed, signifies a commitment to excellence in the
field of mining and exploration. Wearing one of these shirts is not just about fashion; it's about
embodying the spirit of the guild and carrying its legacy forward with honor.

For those who toil in the depths of the mines, these shirts offer a sense of belonging and solidarity, a
reminder that they are part of something greater than themselves. And for visitors to the Emporium, they
serve as a tangible connection to the world of mining, inviting them to explore its mysteries and
wonders.

As customers browse the racks, they can't help but be drawn to these shirts, not just for their stylish
designs, but for the story they tell and the sense of community they represent. In this corner of the
Emporium, amidst the glittering models of machinery and tools, these shirts stand as a tribute to the
unsung heroes of the mining world, their significance woven into every fiber.

Pookabuah Mines

Customers may visually tour a mine developed using data from all of the Guild's mining locations from
Sirris VI to Nephis and potentially beyond using virtual reality stations at the Mining Guild Emporium.
enabling the exploration of a brand-new, distinctive region where visitors can see how gemstones and
minerals are extracted and purified before being able to buy it. They may even try on virtual jewelry that
has jewels implanted in it.

Asteroid Run

Or if underground isn’t to interesting, customers can still don virtual ANT Power Armor suits, and go out
into space onto one of Draco Eridanus’s asteroids, where they can to observe, and experience mining in a
new way.
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including cabochons gemstones
2)

Both sourced directly from the Guild’s own mines
3)

From sparkling white diamonds to vibrant fancy colored diamonds, customers can find a range of sizes
and quality grades to suit their preferences.
4)

Known for their rich red color, the emporium offers a selection of ruby gemstones in various shapes and
sizes, perfect for both jewelry enthusiasts and collectors.
5)

Featuring an array of blue and fancy colored sapphires, this section offers a diverse range of sizes and
hues, showcasing the captivating beauty of these gemstones.
6)

Customers can find a selection of lush green emeralds, admired for their vivid colors and inherent charm.
7) , 8) , 9) , 17) , 18) , 19) , 20) , 24)

nothing to see here!
10)

Topaz gemstones in a range of colors, including blue, yellow, and pink, known for their clarity and
brilliance
11)

Beautiful purple amethyst gemstones in various sizes, suitable for both jewelry spiritual purposes
12)

Exquisite jade stones in various shades of green, representative of harmony and good fortune.
13)

Known for its unique banding patterns, agate comes in a variety of hues
14)

Offering a range of vibrant colors and patterns,
15)

: A mesmerizing gemstone known for its solid black color and smooth texture
16)

A remarkable gemstone with its distinct blue-green coloration
21)

This rare and mesmerizing gemstone displays color-changing properties, shifting from green in daylight
to red under incandescent light.
22) , 37) , 38) , 39) , 40) , 41) , 42) , 43) , 44) , 45)

nothing to see here
23)

known for its red hue, red diamonds are rare and very expensive.
25)

9000 per Dia
26)

Coveted for its exquisite pink hue, pink diamonds are among the rarest and most expensive gemstones
in the world.
27)

Rare sapphires with a vibrant, sun-like hue.
28)

Opals displaying a mesmerizing play of colors reminiscent of the moonscape.
29)

Exceptionally pure and brilliant diamonds with minute stardust inclusions
30)

A rare and beautiful quartz variety with a mesmerizing star-like pattern
31)
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Emitting a captivating luminescent glow((in the dark, Luminite Crystals are prized for their enchanting
beauty. They come in different colors and sizes
32)

Known for its iridescent play of colors, Galactic Opal is a highly sought-after gemstone. It is available in
different sizes and shapes
33)

Extraterrestrial fragments renowned for their cosmic origin and striking patterns
34)

A rare green gemstone formed from meteorite impact
35)

Ancient resin capturing delicate organisms, providing a glimpse into the past.
36)

A shimmering iridescent material sourced from the lining of certain mollusk shells
46)
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